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Abstract  

 

 With the increase in number of devices enabled the Internet of 

Things (IoT) communication with the centralized cloud computing 

model. With the implementation of the cloud computing model 

leads to increased Quality of Service (QoS). The cloud computing 
model provides the edge computing technologies for the real-time 

application to achieve reliability and security. Edge computing is 

considered the extension of the cloud computing technology 
involved in transfer of the sensitive information in the cloud edge to 

increase the network security. The real-time data transmission 

realizes the interaction with the high frequency to derive improved 
network security. However, with edge computing server security is 

considered as sensitive privacy information maintenance. The 

information generated from the IoT devices are separated based on 

stored edge servers based on the service location. Edge computing 
data is separated based in edge servers for the guaranteed data 

integrity for the data loss and storage. Blockchain technologies are 

subjected to different security problem for the data integrity 
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through integrated blockchain technologies. This paper developed a 

Voted Blockchain Elliptical Curve Cryptography (VBECC) model 
for the millimetre wave application. The examination of the 

blockchain model is evaluated based on the edge computing 

architecture. The VBECC model develop an architectural model 
based Blockchain technology with the voting scheme for the 

millimetre application. The estimated voting scheme computes the 

edge computing technologies for the estimation of features through 

ECC model. The VBECC model computes the security model for 
the data transmission in the edge computing-based millimetre 

application. The experimental analysis stated that VBECC model 

uses the data security model ~8% increased performance than the 
conventional technique.  

Keywords: Elliptical Curve Cryptography, Edge Computing, 

Blockchain, Voting scheme, Cloud Computing 

 

1. Introduction 

Internets of Things have brought connected billion of things to communicate via the internet. The key 

features of IoT devices are to connect analysis and integrate. Optimization of Technology, improving 

customer engage, analytics with reducing waste and collecting the enhanced data that is collected are 
the advantage of IoT. The IoT Security and Privacy, Complexity due to heterogenous environments, 

Flexibility due to integration, Compliance with regulation is difficulties that IoT faces. The security 

accompanied with privacy could not be maintained as connected devices was constantly 
communicating and exchanging information over networks. The users have no control on them once 

personal data was sent on the network. Sometime these devices we open to Botnets attack, DOS 

attack, Smurf attack Man-in the-middle attacks, data and identity theft, DOS. There are tailored made 
tooled to help in the provided IoT security solutions which are currently available or an open source in 

the market. A prototype model of a Smart Home is developed on which experiments are implemented 

to test, collect data and breach the edge devices working on the designed proposed system A 

blockchain is developed and examined on the edge IoT device of the prototype to give an improved 

security for edge devices of the IoT. 

Blockchain model comprises of peer-to-peer communication for the distributed ledger with secure 

cryptographic scheme those are immutable and updatable through consensus model. The 

cryptography model uses the ledger with consideration of different location for the failure estimation. 
The control parameters are distributed based on transaction. New block uses the ledger version for the 

immutable chain model for the blockchain model. It uses the integrity blockchain model based 

previous blocks for the new block entities for the ledger.  

Cryptography scheme focused on management of private information in the open network for data 

transmission. The information security model is evaluated based on fields in the network for the 
processing. However, the cryptography model scheme provides the vast range of services through 

authentication, integrity, non-repudiation, accessibility, and confidentiality. The edge computing-

based model uses the intelligent processing system for the millimetre wave application. The proposed 
VBECC model uses the blockchain model based on edge computing technology. To improve the 

security in the millimetre-based edge computing model ECC model is implemented. With the VBECC 

model voting scheme is implemented over the blockchain model for the processing of the data 
collected from the millimetre model. The simulation analysis expressed that proposed VBECC model 

exhibits the improved performance ~8% compared with the conventional technique.  

This paper is organized as follows: the related works based on blockchain technology is presented in 

Section 2. The VBECC model methodology is presented in Section 3 and simulation results are 

included in Section 4. Finally, the overall conclusion obtained from VBECC model is presented in 

Section 5. 
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2. Related Works 

In [10] reviewed approximately down the focal homes of deterministic, secluded and restricted of a 
mind-blowing simultaneousness with the circumstance that have an impact on them and approach to 

make sure its homes endure. The author depicts Ethereum and their insects withinside the plan which 

can be associated with quantity goof, language rendition and execution irritates. The EVM bytecode is 
coordinated earlier than a plan is executed. The Strength language is applied critically anyhow 

includes insects which the coder will later clean out with time. The author advice that ERC-20 must 

be satisfactory with a normal define of regulations for Ethereum token. The savvy knowledge 
assistance is the maintenance of these requirements and reduces sincerity of the insects. 

 

In [11] said that permissionless placing in Blockchain is in which the normally untrusting humans 

makes a look at an agreement on circumstance of the conveyed and decentralized report. The 
manufacturer’s opinions on picked blockchain degree like Bitcoin, Ethereum and Particle which 

suggests availability, statistics shape recording and its size. By prudence of Particle logging turns into 

risky and it's far sincerely reliant facilitator. The author then choices a blockchain primarily based 
totally Logging blueprint of Name coin, commit coin, Shape and Catena that is portrayed in an actual 

graph and relies upon instructions of naming, assist, logs, statistics, key straightforwardness. The 

paper closes with problems of strong timestamps with assist and cryptographic statistics shape for 
proscribing on chain or off chain statistics correctly with the proof which could verify by purchaser. 

In this way Blockchain trade version finishes safety and gets entry to control. 

 

In [12] proposed that the File System based on Merkle Tree as a first-rate response for non-public 
constraint of blockchain that may be confided in a plan thinking about institution primarily based 

totally community without focal regulator. This is made heads or tails of in the sport plan on a 

excellent deal of servers with inside the server farm that makes use of a P2P tree-primarily based 
totally broadcast association and it's far essential contemplated the MTFS shape which applied open 

bits of get-collectively apparent affirmation publicity of connecting focuses, placing of a hexadecimal 

hash string for the centre factor ID. The PRE lopsided evaluation accomplishes parent textual content 

document and a case report that is < 1MB.The manufacturer blanketed every other alternate for 
coping with record objects „_mt‟ and root hash data as „_capsule‟. The enormous philosophy at the 

purchaser and of the data at the report framework close by replications and tests of the non-public 

placing away report institutions are on blockchain improvement. 
 

In [13] offered taken into consideration first rate comprehension new traits and conservativeness 

which permits any purchaser to transport wondering with inside the blockchain cap in a position 
recreation plan and EVM. Each block of the Ethereum maintain the positive Merkle tree for trade, 

states, and receipts. The wise comprehension sends as it's far applied on chain A and is redone 

thinking about the relocation cycle on chain B. The qualification in nation is keep as key or well 

worth with the important key to stable ultimate greedy nation. The paper combines the deliver code, 
knowledge and 

 

3. Voted Blockchain Model 

The blockchain model comprises of the distributed peer to peer communication in the distributed 
environment in the Internet network as illustrated in figure 1. The blockchain model VBECC model 

uses the HTTP, SMTP and TCP/IP scheme at the bottom layer of Internet to offer the effective 

communication in the network. Conventional peer to peer network uses the Internet topology with the 

VBECC model comprises of the Blockchain model comprises of the state machine and smart contract.  

Within the peer-to-peer communication between nodes the blockchain model uses the validation 

model to evaluate peer-to-peer connection between nodes. The evaluation is examined with the 

features in the blockchain features for the secure data communication between nodes.  
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Figure 1.  Architecture of VBECC Block chain  

. The VBECC model uses the single box features to perform connection between nodes such as 

transaction, processing, and consensus model.  

 
Figure 2.  Working of Block chain 

3.1 Elliptical Curve Cryptography 

Elliptical Curve Cryptography (ECC) is the public key model for the equivalent security examination 

for the RSA cryptosystem for the small keys. The proposed independent uses the elliptical curve in 

the finite field GF(p) through the discrete log cryptosystem. The primary factor in the elliptical curve 
system is management of smaller key, bandwidth, and faster implementation for the security system 

for the limited integrated circuit with personal computer, wireless devices and smart cards. With the 

elliptical curve GF(p) the points are set equation 𝑦2𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑃 =  𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑃) with the domain 

paramters such as 𝐷 = (𝑝, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝐺, 𝑛)Where, prime number is represented as >3, the coefficient curve 

variables are stated as a,b denoted as 4𝑎 3 + 27𝑏 2 ≠ 0, generator base point is stated as G and the point 

order is represented as n.  
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Assume the prime number as the p >3 over the elliptical curve value of 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 over the 

solution set of 𝑍𝑝 for the solution (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝑍𝑝 with the converengence of 𝑦2 = 𝑥3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 with the 

define oint P1 and P2 represented as 𝑃3 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2. Addition between point P ( 𝑥𝑝,𝑦𝑝 ) and Q(𝑥𝑞,𝑦𝑞 

) will result to R (𝑥𝑟,𝑦𝑟 ) if P ≠ - Q, otherwise P + Q =  where  is point at infinity R (𝑥𝑟,𝑦𝑟 ) is 

defined as: 

𝑥𝑟 =  2 - 𝑥𝑝 -  ; 𝑦𝑟 =  (( 𝑥𝑝 - 𝑥𝑟 ) - 𝑦𝑝) where:  = (3𝑥𝑝2 + 𝑎) / 2𝑦p 

if P = Q or  = (𝑦𝑞- 𝑦𝑝) / 𝑥𝑞 - 𝑥𝑝) if P ≠ Q 

Multiplication between point P and scalar M results to point Q where Q = MP is considered as 

addition point P, M times. The strength of ECC, relies on the difficulty to find M, for the given Q and 

P. The private key 𝑑𝐵 is a random number [1, n-1], while the public key 𝑝𝐵 = (𝑑𝐵 *G). The shared 

secret key between user Alice and Bob can be computed by multiplying Alice’s private key to Bob’s 

public key or Alice’s public key multiplies Bob’s private key. 

3.2 ECC Algorithm for secure data  

The ECC model comprises of the coordinates value to estimate the message original value comprises 

of the number and alphabets. The plaintext point is generated with 𝑃𝑚 for the original message 𝑀 with 
the mapping function. The plaintext original message is computed with the simple task to withstand 

the condition as follows:  

1. The point in the mapping needs to be estimated in elliptical curve point. 

2. However, the mapping function is reversible for the plaintext map in the original messages 

Sender Side Mapping 

1. The information are arranged with the digits and alphabets through the assigned range of m = 

0 to 35 
2. The integer value ‘a’ is evaluated in the sender and receiver set of ‘a’ 

3. Based on each number compute the equation x = m*a + i. 

4. With the mapped coordinate (x,y) the value is increased by the value of 1 

5. The expected value is estimated as the  x = m*a+a-1. 

Receiver side (Reverse Mapping) where the value of ‘m’ is obtained back by calculating (x - 1)/a.  

Algorithm 1: VBECC model for data for Intelligent Edge Computing 

Choose an elliptic curve which satisfies the equation of the form 

y 2 mod p = x 3 + ax + b mod p 

Choose the fixed curve point and form the field of Points called G 
Key Generation for User A 

. Select private key dA. 

Calculate public key PA = dA * G where G is the field containing the EC point 
Generation of Secret Key KA = dA * PB 

Key Generation for User B 

Select private key dB 

Calculate public key PB = dB * G where G is the field containing the EC Point 
Generation of Secret Key KB = dB * PA 

Mapping the message (m) to a plaintext message (Pm) 

Encryption: Evaluate the plain text such as Pm with the user B with the multiple point of pair with 
secret key as B’s subtracted from the second point 

Cm= {sG, Pm + s PB }  

Decryption: Decrypt the ciphertext based on first point pait secret key of B subtracted from the 

second point. 
Pm + PB – dB (sG) = Pm + s (dBG) – dB(sG) = Pm. 

Reverse map Pm to get back the message m. 
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 Customizable Blockchain based online voting is developed using the framework shown in 
Figure 3. To achieve security goals (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) the proposed online 

voting uses ECC Encryption for confidentiality, SHA-256 Hash for integrity and Fingerprint using 

FCS for authentication. The process architecture model uses the authentication, arbitration agent and 

blockchain.  

 

Figure 3.  Security Framework for the Block chain Model 

Upon the completion of the cryptographic process, to overcome the limitations associated with the 

conventional DL model a modified approach is presented. The proposed DL model incorporates a 

Transductive deep model with a hidden Markov process is applied for attack prevention and 

classification. The constructed VBECC model constructs the Transductive learning for the 
computation of encrypted and decrypted data. Also, the proposed VBECC uses the CICIDS dataset 

for the evaluation of attacks in the IoT environment. Those processed data were evaluated with a 

hidden Markov model for attack detection. The detected attack is computed and processed with the 
reinforcement learning model. Simulation analysis is performed for the proposed VBECC with 

conventional ANN and CNN models. The estimation of the observation is defined as t and VBECC is 

represented as si. It is represented as follows in (1): 

𝛿𝑡(𝑖) = max𝑖=1,…𝑁  [𝛿𝑡(𝑖)𝑎𝑖𝑗]𝑏𝑗(𝑂𝑡+1)(1) 

The state sequence of the image argument us maximized with every t and j, the array is denoted 

asψt(j). The initialization process is presented as follows in equation (2) & (3): 

𝛿1(𝑖)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = 𝜋𝑖𝑏𝑖(𝑜1), 𝑖 = 1,2, … … . , 𝑁(2) 

𝜓1(𝑖) = 0(3) 

The VBECC in the image is represented as in equ (4) & (5) 

𝛿𝑡(𝑗) = max𝑗=1…𝑁  [𝛿𝑡−1(𝑖)𝑎𝑖𝑗]𝑏𝑗(𝑜𝑡), 𝑡 = 2, … 𝑇, 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑁(4) 

𝜓𝑡(𝑓) = argmax𝑗=1−𝑁  [𝛿𝑡−1(𝑖)𝑎𝑖𝑗], 𝑡 = 2, … 𝑇, 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑁(5) 

Termination of the MLIC applied over the VBECC as in equation (6) & (7) 
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 𝑃∗ = max𝑖=1.𝑁  [𝛿𝑇(𝑖)](6) 

𝑞𝑖
∗ = argmax

𝑖=1,𝑁
[𝛿𝑇(𝑖)](7) 

. With the estimated features in the VBECC model the analysis is performed for the data classification 

between nodes in the Edge Computing network model. The edge computing model based the features 

are evaluated for the attack prevention and classification with the ECC model features. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The performance of proposed VBECC is observed that the throughput of the network is significantly 
improved compared to existing methods. The performance is estimated for 20 - 200 nodes effectively 

increase the throughput. Overall, the performance of proposed MOA - MAC is effective compared 

with existing S - MAC protocol. The classification performances of the different classification model 

are presented in table 1. 

Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Classifier 

Parameters CNN ANN RNN Proposed VBECC 

Accuracy % 97 96 97 98 

Precision % 96 95 99 97 

Recall % 95 94 93 97 

F1 – Score 95 94 96 96 

 

 The attack classification performance expressed that the proposed VBECC scheme achieves 
an accuracy of 98% while CNN, ANN, and RNN exhibit the accuracy of 97%, 96 %, and 97% 

respectively. This implies that the proposed VBECC scheme exhibits significant performance in 

attacks classification. Similarly, in the case of recall proposed VBECC achieves a higher % rather 

than CNN, ANN, and RNN classifiers. The recall of the proposed VBECC is 97% which is 

approximately 3% higher than the conventional technique CNN, ANN, and RNN classifier.  

 The performance of the proposed VBECC exhibits higher performance in terms of accuracy 

and recall. In terms of precision proposed VBECC exhibits reduced performance than the RNN 

classifier. The reduced precision can be due to an increase in the number of hidden layers. Through 
the estimation of the classifier proposed VBECC for the attack, detection is estimated. With proposed 

VBECC parameters are computed for varying the environment as normal, with attack and without 

attack. The estimation is computed for the mobility of 10m/sec. In table 2 performance of the 

proposed VBECC for with and without attack, scenario is presented. 

Table 2. Comparison of Performance  

Jitter 

No.of Nodes Without attack With attack  VBECC 

10 0.31 0.96 1.05 

20 0.46 0.96 1.36 

30 0.48 1.26 1.69 

40 0.62 1.47 1.86 

50 0.79 1.95 1.96 

PDR 

No.of Nodes Without attack With attack  VBECC 

10 89.56 53 98 

20 90.43 56 98 

30 88.54 47 97 

40 87.56 51 96 

50 90.65 54 97 
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E2E 

No.of Nodes Without attack With attack  VBECC 

10 0.63 1.34 0.63 

20 0.58 1.53 0.58 

30 0.77 1.96 0.77 

40 0.73 2.35 0.73 

50 0.72 2.06 0.72 

Throughput 

No.of Nodes Without attack With attack  VBECC 

10 93 52 99 

20 91 56 98 

30 92 44 98 

40 93 47 97 

50 92 49 98 

 

The computation of variables for proposed VBECC evaluated with consideration of with and without 

attack scenario. The performance analysis expressed that the proposed VBECC scheme increases the 
performance of network rather than with incorporated attack. In figure 4 performance of proposed 

VBECC for with and without attack scenario is presented for different parameters.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

 
Figure 4. (A) Comparison of Jitter (B) Comparison of PDR (C) Comparison of E2E (D) Comparison 

of Throughput 

 Similarly, for the proposed VBECC the attack detection rate of the network is computed as stated in 

table 3. The comparative analysis for the different nodes in the network is presented in figure 5. 

Table 3. Attack Detection Rate for Varying Node 

Attack Nodes Node = 10 Node = 20 Node = 30 Node = 40 Node = 50  

2 91 89 90 87 84 

4 88 86 84 83 82 

6 85 92 86 79 89 

8 87 85 82 77 84 

10 83 83 88 82 78 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Detection Rate 

Based on the consideration of the different attacks node in the varying number of nodes as 10,20, 30, 
40 and 50 detection rate are estimated. The attack node of node 10 detection rate is measured as 91%. 

Similarly, for varying node size and attack node detection rate is estimated. The attack detection rate 

of the proposed VBECC for varying nodes and mobility is computed. The performance of the 

proposed VBECC for attack classification is presented in table 4 and figure 6. 

Table 4.  VBECC Attack Classification Performance 

 Accuracy Precision Recall 

Normal activity 97 97 98 

Anomaly  98 97 98 

DoS 95 96 96 

Probe Attack 91 91 92 

U2R (User to Root) Attack 91 92 91 

R2L (Root to Local) 94 95 95 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of Performance with Different Classifier 
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The proposed VBECC scheme classifier performance for different attacks is computed for analysis. 
The analysis expressed that the proposed VBECC scheme exhibits a higher accuracy value of 

anomaly with 98%. In the case of a black hole attack, the classification accuracy is estimated as 96%. 

Similarly, in the estimation of precision DoS and Blackhole attack, it is achieved as 96%. The recall 

value is estimated higher value of 98% for anomaly detection.  

5. Conclusion 

Cloud computing model is extension edge computing technology for the real-time application to 

achieve security and reliability. Edge computing technology is transfer of sensitive information for the 

increased information processing. The edge computing model uses the sensitive privacy information 
processing maintenance for the stored edge server in service location. This paper uses the VBECC 

model millimetre communication edge computing application for the voting scheme with millimetre 

application. The simulation analysis expressed that VBECC scheme ~8% increases the conventional 

technique for the improved data security in the edge computing model.  
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